Have no fear—we’ve got
everything you need to
know right here
Understanding the facts and keeping your body
and mind strong are like superpowers in the fight
against COVID-19. And when you share that info
with friends and family, you’re doing your part
to keep your community safe...just like a
real-life superhero!

WHO?

WHAT?

What is coronavirus?

Coronaviruses are a group of viruses
that can make us sick. The funny
name, coronavirus, comes from the
Latin word “corona,” or “crown.”
This is because when scientists
examine the virus under a
microscope, the spikes on
its surface look like a crown.
If a person is infected with a
coronavirus, they may feel like
they have a cold. However, it’s
important to see a doctor to
make sure it doesn’t turn into
something extra-yucky, like
pneumonia.

WHO can catch It?

People at any age can catch coronaviruses.

WHERE?
Where did it come from?
Coronaviruses may have been
around for hundreds of years;
no one knows for sure.
The coronavirus everyone is talking about
right now is called “novel coronavirus.”
No—it’s not a book you have to read for
school. It’s called “novel,” as in, “new.”
This particular coronavirus is being referred
to as COVID-19 (because it emerged in the
year 2019).

WHY?

Why are people so nervous?
When we don’t understand something—just like a tough math
problem—it’s normal to feel overwhelmed. There’s also a lot of talk
in the news about COVID-19 and that causes people to feel extra
worried. It’s important to remember that just because you hear
something from a friend or see it on TV, that doesn’t necessarily
mean it’s true. If you have questions, talk to a grown-up you trust
to help you understand the facts.

Why do I have to wear a mask?

HOW?
How can we protect
ourselves and others?
Do the same things you
always do to prevent the
spread of germs.

Avoid touching your face with your hands.
That means no nose-picking, eye-rubbing
or wiggling on those loose teeth!

Sometimes people who have COVID-19 don’t have
symptoms—they don’t feel or appear sick—but
they can still give the virus to others when they
talk, laugh, cough or sneeze. Wearing masks (and
maintaining 6 feet of space from others outside
your household) helps stop the spread of
COVID-19 this way.

Be a good hand-washer. Sing the
“happy birthday” song while using
soap and hot water, and dry hands
well with a disposable towel.

Stay away from people
who are sick, and stay home
if you aren’t feeling well.
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A SOURCE YOU CAN TRUST: This resource was put together using expert guidance from 98point6’s board-certified physicians.

